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a different standard

Introduction

“

Doing different is the only
way to make a difference

”

Who we are

Allocacoc is a one-of-a-kind industrial design company that is not
limited to any category or current industry.

Vision

To be a company that inspires you with products of
a different standard.

Mission

Our mission is to improve the design and value of existing products
that provide a new user experience, and make them accessible
to every household in the world.

How we work
Design
With only a nice shape we will not be able to
create a change. This is why functionality is
important. Our products should offer a solution
to a problem that current products on the
market do not address.

Production
We pay close attention to the cost: It needs
to be affordable for the end user to buy the
product. Only when these two criteria are met
will it be worthwhile for the end user to adapt to
the different standard.

Sales
Our products should also be widely available:
from the largest hypermarket to the smallest
neighbourhood convenience store. This means
that we need a well defined distribution model,
with a clear role and value for every link in the
distribution chain.

Awards

Our vision helps us to create innovative solutions with value to
current daily problems and to achieve recognition on multiple
platforms.
Red Dot Design award

Shell Livewire award

Moscow Gift award

CEDIA Winner award

GIO award

MKB Innovation award

Innovation award

CITE award

Energy award

Computex d&i award
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Around the globe

Greece

South Korea

The Netherlands

China

Sales & Market Share
International focus
Allocacoc was founded in 2011. It has always focused on setting
a different standard. Such a standard is not limited to a country’s
borders, which is why we had a strong international focus since the
beginning. Currently, we have five offices over three continents
and a product presence in more than 80 countries.
Delft

European Head Office

Tokyo

Japanese Head Office

Suzhou
Factory

Irvine, CA

North American Head Office

Shanghai

Headquaters

Shenzhen

R&D

= allocacoc product presence
≠ allocacoc product presence

• Own production facilities
• 800,000 pcs/month
production capacity
• 450 assembly workers
• Production flexibility
through modular design
• Full control over quality
• Testing and quality
control facility
• Unique laser coding
for tracking

Worldwide Partners
Due to our international focus, we are proud to have established
many worldwide partnerships. We value our partnerships with good
collaboration and communication, as we always aim for long-term
business relationships.
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“

Plugs never block

”

Socket multiplier

With the PowerCube|Original| plugged into just one socket,
you immediately gain up to 5 additional sockets. From toasters,
microwaves and kettles, to TV’s, speakers and lamps, you will
never run out of power outlets to use.

Building blocks

PowerCubes have a modular system that allow the cubes to
be stacked together, expanding the number of sockets that
adapt to your needs.

No blockage

Our uniquely designed PowerCube prevents bulky adaptors
and plugs from blocking each other. This means that all
additional sockets on the PowerCube can be used at the
same time!

Duo-charging

You can charge two USB-charging devices, such as
smartphones and tablets, at the same time. The dual highpower USB ports (2.1A) allow a faster charging time than
charging via your laptop.

A single button

Our products are meant to make your life more efficient and
less complicated and should take no more than a glance to
figure out how to use. The PowerCube |Original Switch| lives
up to this standard with its single On/Off button to power your
devices on and off.

No messy cords

Keep your environment organized with one compact power
solution.

Specifications
Voltage
Cord Length
Sockets
USB Output (V)
USB Output (mA)
Standard colour
Available socket types

Original

Original USB

Original Switch

100-250V~; 13-16A
No Cord, direct wall plug
5
Kelly Green
A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O,
Universal

100-250V~; 13-16A
No Cord, direct wall plug
4 + 2x USB
2x 5V
2100mA (10W)
Cobalt Blue
A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O,
Universal

100-250V~; 13-16A
No Cord, direct wall plug
4 + Switch
Trolley Grey + Kelly Green
A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O,
Universal

“

”

Always within
reach

Docking system

PowerCube|Extendeds| come with a unique docking system
that allows you to mount the PowerCube on any flat surface
so it will always be within reach.

Removable tape

The unique docking system uses strong adhesive tape
that leaves no traces on the surface when removed. You
can always replace the tape with new ones to mount the
PowerCube on a different surface.

No blockage

Our uniquely designed PowerCube prevents bulky adaptors
and plugs from blocking each other. This means that all
additional sockets on the PowerCube can be used at the
same time!

Duo-charging

You can charge two USB-charging devices, such as
smartphones and tablets, at the same time. The dual highpower USB ports (2.1A) allow a faster charging time than
charging via your laptop.

A single button

Our products are meant to make your life more efficient and
less complicated and should take no more than a glance to
figure out how to use. The PowerCube |Original Switch| lives
up to this standard with its single On/Off button to power your
devices on and off.

Cable management

You can organize your power cords by aligning the cable with
the provided cable fix.

Specifications
Voltage
Cord Length
Sockets
USB Output
Mounting system
Standard colour
Available socket types

Extended

Extended USB

Extended Switch

100-250V~; 13-16A
1.5m & 3m
5
Included with tape
Boston Red
A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O,
Universal

100-250V~; 13-16A
1.5m & 3m
4 + 2x USB
2x 5V; 2100mA (10W)
Included with tape
Trolley Grey
A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O,
Universal

100-250V~; 13-16A
1.5m
4 + Switch
Trolley Grey + Kelly Green
A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O,
Universal
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PowerCube |ReWirables|

“

For home and
travel use

”

Travel plugs

All you need is one PowerCube|ReWirable| to travel around
the world. The set of additional plugs are interchangeable
and cover frequently traveled destinations: Europe, United
States, China, Australia and United Kingdom.

No blockage

Our uniquely designed PowerCube prevents bulky
adaptors and plugs from blocking each other. This means that
all additional sockets on the PowerCube can be used at the
same time!

Universal socket - plug connection

The worldwide standard receptacle (fused for max 6-10A)
allows you to use your old IEC cables as an extension cord for
the PowerCube|ReWirable|

Functional at home or abroad

Once you return home, simply switch the plug to one that is
compatible with your home country and continue to use the
PowerCube|ReWirable| at home.

Duo-charging

You can charge two USB-charging devices, such as
smartphones and tablets, at the same time. The dual highpower USB ports (2.1A) allow a faster charging time than
charging via your laptop.

ReWirable
100-250V~; 6-10A
US, UK, AUS/CHINA, EU
5
Yes
Yes
Mystic Magenta
A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O,
Universal

Specifications
Voltage
Travel plugs
Sockets
IEC Connector
Fuse Protection
Standard colour
Available socket types

ReWirable USB
100-250V~; 6-10A
US, UK, AUS/CHINA, EU
4 + 2x USB
Yes
Yes
Mystic Magenta
A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O,
Universal

PowerCube

s

“

”

ON/OFF in one go

A single button

Simply pressing on the remote button will switch your devices
on and off from a distance.

Press by foot

If both hands are occupied, you can just as easily use your
foot to press the big step-on button to control your devices.

Battery-free

A battery-free PowerRemote is not only good for the
environment, but it also gives you one less thing to buy at the
store.

One-to-many and Many-to-one

The PowerCube|Remote| can be paired with multiple
PowerRemotes, and vice versa. All you have to do is press and
hold the button for 5 seconds!

Sticky-pad on the PowerRemote

Attach the PowerRemote to any flat surface to place it
wherever it suits you best. You can always remove it without
leaving any residue, and stick it on another surface.

Original |Remote|
100-250V~; 2.5A
No cord. Direct wall plug
4
Yes (expandable)
Trolley Grey
A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O

Specifications

Extended |Remote|

Voltage
Cord Length
Sockets
Remote controlled
Mounting system
Standard colour
Available socket types

100-250V~; 2.5A
1.5m
4
Yes (expandable)
Included with tape
Trolley Grey
A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O
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PowerCube

“

”

Real-time
monetary costs

Real-time cost

The PowerCube|Monitor| shows
readings in your local currency.

energy

consumption

Current consumption

Current consumption is displayed like a car speedometer to
make it easy to read at a glance.

On/Off switch

The display doubles as an on/off switch, so you can start
saving energy with just one press.
press

Detailed consumption of stand-by energy

hold
2s

Consumption of up to 1/1000th of a cent is measured and
displayed, so you get direct feedback even for low-consuming
devices.
By pressing the display twice, you can reset the counter to
measure detailed consumption for a period of choice.

Total consumption

The total consumption is also shown and can be reset by
pressing and holding the display for 5 seconds.
hold
5s

Monitor |Original|
100-250V~; 13-16A
No cord. Direct wall plug
4 + LED Screen
Yes
Trolley Grey
A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O

Specifications
Voltage
Cord Length
Sockets
Mounting system
ON/OFF switch
Standard colour
Available socket types

Monitor |Extended|
100-250V~; 13-16A
1.5m
4 + LED Screen
Included with tape
Yes
Trolley Grey
A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O

PowerCube WiFi

“

Instant WiFi
hotspot

”

WiFi range extender

The PowerCube|WiFi| amplifies wifi signals further so that it
can reach areas in your house or office that it couldn’t reach
before.

WiFi connections

The number of devices that are connected to your WiFi is
shown in the display.

Download speed indicator

You can see at a glance how fast your connection is, from
10kb/s to 2mb/s.

Lan connection

You can also opt to use a LAN data cable for an uninterrupted
connection from your router.

Switch On/Off

Pressing the button allows you to switch the WiFi on and off.

Original |Wifi|
100-250V~; 13-16A
No cord. Direct wall plug
4 + Wifi indicator
Yes
Trolley Grey
A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O

Specifications

Extended |Wifi|

Voltage
Cord Length
Sockets
Mounting system
ON/OFF switch
Standard colour
Available socket types

100-250V~; 13-16A
1.5m
4 + Wifi indicator
Included with tape
Yes
Trolley Grey
A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O
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PowerBars

“

Slim and sleek

”

Compact and elegant design

The PowerBar’s flat design makes it a sleek addition to any
desk, connecting your ungrounded plugs with an unobtrusive
solution.

Mounting bracket

Use the mounting bracket to place the PowerBar discreetly
within reach, such as beneath a desk or table.

USB charger

The PowerBar|USB| model offers two additional USB ports,
enabling you to charge two USB-charging devices such as
smartphones and tablets.

PowerBar
100-250V~; 2.5A
1.5m
4
Included with tape
Boston Red
A, C

Specifications
Voltage
Cord Length
Sockets
USB Output
Mounting system
Standard colour
Available socket types

PowerBar USB
100-250V~;2.5A
1.5m
2 + 2x USB
2x 5V; 2100mA(10W)
Included with tape
Trolley Grey
A, C

PowerExtensions

“

Integrated switch

”

Integrated switch

Not only does the PowerExtension extend your working space
with a 3m/5m cable, it also allows you to switch the power on
and off by rotating the power plug.

Compatibility

The PowerExtension is compatible with all our other products,
allowing you to create a set-up that tailors to your needs.

On/Off indicator

The integrated indicator light allows you to easily check
whether the PowerExtension is on or off.

PowerExtension 3m

Specifications

PowerExtension 5m

100-250V~; 16A
3m
1
Yes
Yes, with LED indicator
Mystic Magenta
E, F

Voltage
Cord Length
Sockets
CableFix
ON/OFF switch
Standard colour
Available socket types

100-250V~; 16A
5m
1
Yes
Yes, with LED indicator
Mystic Magenta
E, F
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audioCubes

30W

“

A surround sound
experience

”

A surround sound experience

The audioCube’s omnidirectional speakers create a unique
360º audio experience whereby the sound interacts with its
environment.

Bass

Its incredible bass is amplified by a vibrating plane that also
functions as an on/off switch.

No external adapter required

The integrated power circuit in the audioCube means that no
bulky external power adapters are needed, making it easy to
place and charge anywhere.

Internal battery

The audioCube|Portable| has an internal battery life that
lasts up to 12 hours, longer than any other similar-sized portable
wireless speaker.

Controls

You can connect your device to the audioCube through
Bluetooth or an audio jack. The buttons (pause/play, volume,
previous/next track, and pairing) are controlled by a single
press.

audioCube

Specifications

audioCube |Portable|

100-250V~
1.5m
4 + bass (30W)
Yes
Bluetooth 4.0 & 3.5mm Jack
Light Black
-

Voltage
Cord Length
Speakers (W)
Splashproof
Connection
Standard colour
Battery

100-250V~
1.5m
4 + bass (30W)
Yes
Bluetooth 4.0 & 3.5mm Jack
White or Wood Edition
Yes, up to 12h

audioCube|Modular|

”

“

Create your infinite
surround sound system

Easy and infinite pairing

Simple pairing with one press of a button. Set one of the
audioCubes as “Host” by connecting it to your phone or
computer through Bluetooth pairing, and have an infinite
number of audioCubes sync to the “Host”. No app or internet
connection needed.

360° sound experience

Each audioCube provides a true 360° sound experience with
4 high-fidelity speakers and 1 woofer to create that incredible
bass.
Replica

Master

Replica

Surround sound
10m

30m

Master

Replica

Simply connect your device via Bluetooth to the “Host” up to
10m away. All other “Guest” audioCubes can be linked from
up to 30m away. Put them in different places to create the
ultimate surround sound.

Multi-layered sound experience

For a personalized audio experience, the “Host” audioCube
can be paired with other allocacoc audio modules such as
the bass, tweeter, or loudspeaker modules to create a multilayered sound effect, according to your preference.

Portable

The internal battery lasts for at least 12 hours and is rechargeable
with an IEC cable. No external adapter is required.

audioCube|Modular|
IEC 60320 C14
100V-240V/50-60Hz
40W
90dB
1m
Bluetooth and Radiofrequency
Bluetooth: 10m, Radiofrequency: 45m

Specification

audioCube Portable|Modular|

Power connector
Power input
Power output
SNR
Battery charging time
Charging cable lenght
Signal
Range

IEC 60320 C14
100V-240V/50-60Hz
40W
90dB
3h
1m
Bluetooth and Radiofrequency
Bluetooth: 10m, Radiofrequency: 30m
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PowerUSB’s

“

Charge and
expand

”

4 additional USB ports

The ports function for data transfer as well as charging, offering
a solution to the lack of USB ports on contemporary devices.

Fast charging

It can be plugged directly into a power socket, enabling the
PowerUSB|Portable| and your connected devices to be
charged simultaneously and at a faster speed.

Internal battery indicator

A built-in 5,000mAh battery is featured in the PowerUSB
|Portable| so you can continue charging devices on the go.
There is also a clear battery indicator to make it easy to know
how much battery life is remaining.

Travel and extend

You can use the PowerUSB anywhere you are by switching
the plug with one of our travel plugs. The worldwide standard
receptacle (fused for max 6-10A) also allows you to use your
old IEC cables as an extension cord for the PowerUSB.

Compatibility

It is compatible with all our other products for you to create a
tailored power solution.

No loose cables

A cable fix is also integrated into the corners of the PowerUSB,
so that your cable can be fixed neatly onto the product and
no longer entangle.

PowerUSB |HUB|

Specifications

PowerUSB |Portable|

AC 100-250V~; DC 5V
5V 2100mA
4x USB; 1x MicroUSB
Included; 20cm
Charging and Data transfer
Wyoming White
-

Voltage
Power output
USB outlets
USB cable
HUB function
Standard colour
Battery capacity

AC 100-250V~; DC 5V
5V 2100mA
4x USB; 1x MicroUSB
Included; 20cm
Charging and Data transfer
Wyoming White
5000mAh

LightCube

LightCube
The light bulb

“

“

re-invented

”

Flexibility of light

Flexibility

Unlike traditional light bulbs, LightCube can be plugged into
any power socket without the need for a lighting fixture. It can
be placed anywhere to lighten up a room.

”

Flexibility
Unlike
traditional
light bulbs the LightCube comes with a
Gesture
control
LightCube
canbe
be controlled
with socket
hand gestures.
Simply
plug
that can
used in any
without
the wave
need for
your hand
in frontItofcan
the sensor
to turn anywhere
it on/off. Holdtoyour
handup a
a lighting
fixture.
be placed
lighten
in front
of the sensor
to adjust the brightness. Once you have
room
in different
ways.
arrived at your desired brightness level, move your hand away
from the sensor.

Gesture control
The LightCube can be controlled by the use of hand
gestures. Simply wave your hand in front of the LightCube
stay for 2 seconds
to Dimmable
turn it On/Off.with
To adjust
the brightness, just hold your hand
memory
stay for 2 seconds
It will remember
in front
of sensor. and maintain the set level of brightness until

stay for 2 seconds

stay for 2 seconds
stay for 2 seconds
stay for 2 seconds

stay for 2 seconds

the next time you adjust it.

Dimmable with memory
The dimming mode will be activated when your hand is
placed in front of the LightCube for more than two seconds.
Manual
control
It will
remember
and maintain the brightness you have set
Deactivate
sensor
pressing
until
the nextthe
time
youby
adjust
it. on the black button on the
LightCube. This switches it from gesture to manual mode, and
vice versa.

Manual control
In order to prevent switching the light On/Off accidentally,
press the black button on the LightCube, to switch from
Compatible
gesture
to manual mode.
Combined with our accessories (e.g. LightStand, LightFix,
LightShade), it can be used as a floor lamp, ceiling lamp,
table lamp, wall lamp, spotlight etc.

Compatible
Combined with our accessories (e.g. LightStand, LightFix,
LightShade), it can be used as a floor lamp, ceiling lamp,
table lamp, wall lamp, spotlight etc. Anything is possible,
Portable
with
our specially designed mounting grooves.
LightCube|Portable| has a rechargeable internal battery
than provides several hours of continuous lighting, without
being plugged into a socket.

Portable
LightCube is portable and rechargeable, with an internal
battery that can provide several hours of continuous lighting.
This comes in handy outdoor at night, in your closet or during
power outages.

Extended cord
LightCube also comes with an extended cord that will give
you even more flexibility. Connect it as a ceiling lamp or
place it under your bed or couch for floor lighting.

Compatible with wall switch
By connecting the LightCube to your existing light fixture
wiring, you can control the light with your regular wall switch.

LightCube Original
100-250V~; 13-16A
No cord; Direct wall plug
400lm & 20,000h
Warm or cold white
64 x 64 x 33mm
64 x 64 x 48mm
A, B, C, G, E27

Specifications
Voltage
Cord Length
Luminous Flux & Lifetime
Light colour
Dimensions
Dimensions Portable version
Available socket types

LightCube Extended
100-250V~; 13-16A
1.5m & 3m
400lm & 20,000h
Warm or cold white
64 x 64 x 43mm
64 x 64 x 58mm
A, B, C, G, E27
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USB Cable

“

One for all

”

One cable for all

With the USBcable |3in1|, all you need is one cable to charge
your devices that have different connectors
(USB-C/Micro-USB/Apple Lightning)

CableFix included

Stick the CableFix on any smooth surface like a desk or a wall
to position the cable neatly. To reposition the cable, remove
the CableFix, wipe the stickypads with a damp cloth, and
re-stick it elsewhere.

Minimalist design

The minimalist design gives an elegant and modern feel.

No entanglement

The flat design of the Power|USBcable| makes it much less
likely that the cord will entangle.

Data transfer

Besides charging devices, it also allows data transfer. For
example, you can connect your device to a computer to
transfer files, or synchronize music between your phone and
laptop.

Specifications
Rated DC
Cord Length
Available colours
Connectors

USBcable Basic

USBcable |3in1|

Power |USBcable|

5V; 2.4A
1.5m
Red, Blue, Grey, White

5V; 2.4A
1.5m
Wyoming White, Allocacoc Teal
Trolley Grey, Kelly Green,
Mystic Magenta

5V; 2.4A
0.8m
Wyoming White

USB-C, Mirco-USB,
Apple Lighting, USB-C to USB-C

USB-C, Mirco-USB
and Apple Lightning

Mini USB, Mirco-USB
and Apple Lightning

CableFix

“

”

Cable
management

Simple design

The CableFix has a simple and modern design that makes it
visually appealing and easy to use.

Versatile

It can be easily fixed to any surface, such as a desk or a wall,
enabling you to route your cables exactly the way you want
them.

Adapts to your needs

It is compatible with a range of cable sizes, from Ø4 - 10 mm.

Ease of use

It can be mounted onto any flat surface with its re-usable
adhesive pad. You can remove the CableFix without leaving
any trace, and wipe it with a damp cloth to regain its stickiness.

Mounting hole

It can also be mounted onto uneven or round surfaces with
screws or nails.

CableFix
TPU
3.5g
Ø4-10mm
Tape(included) or Screw
Boston Red, Cobalt Blue, Kelly Green
Lemon Yellow, Trolley Grey, Mystic
Magenta, Orchid Purple, Wyoming White

Specifications
Material
Weight
Compatible cable thickness
Fixing method
Available colours
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NoteBook |Modular|

“

Never walk around with
unwanted notes.
Never be out of pages.

”

Magnetic

The embedded magnets on the cover provide easy access
and protection of your valuable content inside the Notebook.

Flexibility

Exchange, re-arrange and distribute your notes by adding
and removing pages when needed.

The standard sizing of the NoteBook

You do not need to go to the store to buy special paper.
Standard paper can be found everywhere to create
the NoteBook of your choice.

Customizable templates

A free set of various templates (A4/US Letter) are included in
the NoteBook. If you need more, you can simply download
the templates you need on our website. Print them out, and
add them to your NoteBook!

User-friendliness

Suitable for both left-handed and right-handed users. Makes
notes anywhere, standing, laying down or while travelling.

NoteBook |Modular|
Polyester
Magnets
Dark Grey, Brown, White , Orange
Dark Grey, Black, Light Grey, Red

Specifications
Material
Fixing method
Available colours inside
Available colours outside

earBeans

“

World’s lightest
earphones
for best comfort

”

Superior comfort

EarBean’s crafted contour with silicone material offers a
pleasing user experience, giving the best comfort.

Small and light-weight
L

earBeans

others

EarBeans are the smallest and lightest earphones in the
market. They fit so easily that they become part of you when
you’re wearing them.

Crisp and clear sound

EarBeans have built-in micro-speakers commonly used in the
hearing aid industry, delivering astonishing acoustic sound.

One size fits all

Its ergonomically bean-shaped contour provides a secure fit
for your ears.

L

R

No left or right

There are no left or right sides to the earBeans. Just place them
on and be on your way!

Sound optimization through in-ear wearing styles
By putting the earBeans in your ears in different ways,
you create multiple sound environments.

Technical Specifications
Weight
Plug
Material
Available colors
Dimensions
Cable length

earBeans
2.3g
3.5mm AUX
Silicon/ABS
Green, Red, Grey, Brown, Purple
9.6 *19.2mm
1.2m
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allocacoc |FoldBag|

“

Four bags in one

”

Four-in-one

The integrated strap is specially designed for you to easily
switch between all four types of bags according to your
preference.
Uses : Tote, Shopper, Purse, Backpack

Three storage compartments

Stay well organized by storing your items in the different
compartments.

Two ways to prevent theft

Not only can the zipper be hidden, but you can also flip the
bag upside down so that the opening is at the bottom, making
it even more difficult for pickpockets to reach.

One fold

Simply fold into a purse or shoulder bag, and the magnets
will keep it in place.

Technical Specifications
Size
Colors
Material

allocacoc |FoldBag|
43cm x 30cm x 9cm
(big enough for 15inch laptop)
Brown, Dark Grey, Blue,
Green, Beige, Black
PU

CarCharger |SmartUSB-C|& CarCharger |USB-C|

“

USB type-C
PD Fast charging

”

LED indicator

A cool blue LED indicator lights up when the
car charger is plugged in, making it more
convenient to use at night.

Smart and safe charge

Using a self-protection internal chip, it is automatically
protected from over-heating, electromagnetic interference,
overcurrent, over-voltage, and short-circuit.

Charge two devices from
CarCharger|SmartUSB-C|

With dual USB ports (Type-A & Type-C) you can always harge
two devices at the same time.

Simple and elegant design

Simple and sleek with a smooth aluminum or copper finish, it
is an elegant addition to your car.

High power and fast charge

With a faster charging speed, supporting USB Power Delivery,
you can charge your phones, tablets or laptop in the car
more quickly!

Technical Specifications
Colors
Input
USB-A output
Type-C output
Dimensions
Compatibility

CarCharger |SmartUSB-C|& CarCharger |USB-C|
Silvery/Black
DC 12-24V
2.4A / 5V
3A / 5V
20.6 * 59 mm
Support iOS & Android
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FlashLight

“

”

More than just
a flashlight

Multi-functional

Not only does it work as a traditional flashlight, but it also transforms
into various household lighting appliances by combining it with
different lighting stands. Use it for functional use, such as a table
lamp or a bicycle light, or create an ambience with a nightlight or
a candle simulator.

High/Low brightness level

Simply press and hold the button for 2 seconds to switch the
brightness level according to your preference.
hold 2s

Rechargeable

The integrated battery lasts up to 8 hours in default mode and
is rechargeable within 3 hours using a USB-C cable.

Battery level indicator

The LED indicator blinks when the battery is low. The light stops
blinking and stays on when fully charged, turning off only
when the USB-C cable is unplugged from the device.

FlashLight |Rechargeable|warm
T6 LED chip

FlashLight |Rechargeable|cool
T6 LED chip

Yellow

White

High:400LM Low:100LM
Black
8 hours (2400mAh)
3.6V
Aluminum alloy

High:400LM Low:100LM
Black
8 hours (2400mAh)
3.6V
Aluminum alloy

Technical Specifications
LED
Color of light
Light output
Color of shell
Battery (non-removable)
Voltage
Material

FlashLight |Bright|cool

FlashLight |Bright|warm

CREE L2

CREE L2

White

Yellow

High:900LM Low:150LM
Cream white
8 hours (2400mAh)
3.6V
Aluminum alloy

High:900LM Low:150LM
Dark gray
8 hours (2400mAh)
3.6V
Aluminum alloy

eScooter |Foldable|

“

The most compact
foldable eScooter

”

Foldable, light and compact

At just 11kg, its lightness together with its compact size makes
it a breeze to fold and pull along. Perfect for situations where
bikes are not allowed, such as on the train, bus or walking
down the shopping street. When you need to bike again,
simply unfold it and voilà!

Let it stand anywhere

A uniquely designed kickstand with wheels lets the folded
bike not only stand by itself but also be pulled along. When
unfolded, simply use the integrated side kickstand.

Control your speed
SPEED

km h

ASSIST

km

Increase speed
Power on/off button
Decrease speed

The display shows the real-time speed in km per hour. Choose
between 3 levels of speed, level 1 being the lowest speed. You
can ride up to the preset maximum speed of the selected level.

Lightweight and simple design

Every part of the bike is designed with simplicity in mind.
Its rear wheel brakes are hidden, kickstands are cleverly
integrated into the bike design.

Technical Specifications
Colors
Charger plug types
weight
Size (unfolded)
Size (folded)
Voltage

eScooter |Foldable|
Grey/Black
EU/US/UK/AU
11kg
105 x 50 x 86cm
34 x 50 x 107cm
36v 7.2AH 100v-240v
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PowerBank Slim|Aluminum|

“

”

Slim and light
aluminum PowerBank

Slim and light aluminum PowerBank

At just 125g and only 8mm thick, the PowerBank
Slim|Aluminum| 5000mAh is so slim and light that you can
carry it around with ease.

Charge with Lighting or Micro-USB port
Re-charge your PowerBank and phone with
just one cable, through a Lightning or Micro-USB port.

Shake to check battery level

Simply shake the PowerBank to check its battery level.

Color coded light indicator

Find out how much battery is left with a quick glance. Three
different colors indicate three different battery levels.
green：66 ~100 %

yellow : 33 ~66 %

red : 0 ~33 %

Technical Specifications
Material
Capacity
Input
Output

PowerBank Slim|Aluminum|
Aluminum
5,000mAh OR 10,000mAh
Lightning/Micro-USB 5V/2.4A
5V/2.4A

AUXcable |Flat|

“

The tangle-free
Flat AUXcable

”

Flat and light cable

The cable is designed at just 1.5mm in thickness.

1.5mm

Compatible

Compatible with any device that features a 3.5mm AUX port.
It seamlessly transmits audio for the best sound quality.

Tangle-free

The flat cable prevents your cable from being tangled.

Technical Specifications
Length
Colors
Material

AUXcable |Flat|
1.5m / 3m
Red, Dark Grey, Blue, White, Green
Cable material : TPE, matte finish,
100% copper wire
Cable head : copper nickel plating
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CityBike|Basic|

“

Simply a bike

”

Simple design and sturdy frame

The CityBike |Basic| has a simple and sturdy solid geometric
design, with a distinctive frame consisting of one main bar.
This simple shape ensures easy maintenance and a carefree
bicycle, while the diagonal bar improves the sturdiness of the
frame.

Integrated brakes

Powerful drum brakes are integrated at the rear and front of
the bike.

Theft-proof

Every loose part poses a risk for theft, which is why we
integrated the bell into the bike to prevent theft.

Adjustable seat

With the simple handle, you can easily adjust the seat to your
height, ensuring that you have the optimal pedaling position.

Technical Specifications
Material
Wheel Size
Colors

CityBike|Basic|
Iron
24 inch
White, Silver, Dark gray, Blue,
Green, Orange

miniCube

“

Plugs never block

”

No blockage

Plug from all sides of the miniCube that is designed in such a
way so that plugs never block.

Even more compact

Imagine a PowerCube that is smaller, more compact and
even more convenient.

Two models

Choose between the Original model with three sockets, or the
Original USB model with two sockets and two USB-ports.

Original
100-250V~; 13-16A
3
G
Yes
Yes
Yes
58×58×87mm

Specifications

Original USB

Voltage
Sockets
USB Output
Available socket types
Childproof
Grounded
Fuse
Size

100-250V~; 13-16A
2 + 2x USB
2.1A/5V
G
Yes
Yes
Yes
58×58×87mm
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and friends

Collaborations

“

100% customizable

Full colour
silk print

”

Hi-tech
precision laser

Metallic ink

Custom colour
scheme

Logo/Pattern
engravement

Gift pack

Custom
packaging

Full OEM

Business gift
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the crowdfunding platform

DesignNest is one-of-a-kind crowdfunding platform
and provides much more benefits than any other
platform, design studio, OEM and distribution networks
altogether. DesignNest provides design knowledge,
brings sourcing, production and assembly together with
distribution and sales.

for Designers

“

1
1 Create... Fund... Manufacture... Sell...
1
1
1
1
Create

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4

“
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2

”

When you have created a product you can upload it to our crowdfunding
platform www.designnest.world. Other users on our platform can suggest
alterations on how to improve the product. But we will also share our
knowledge and expertise in mass production, product marketing and
offer assistance on legal aspects. All of this support is optional and does
not affect your intellectual property ownership.

Fund

Your product is published on our platform where anyone can preorder.
Unlike other crowdfunding platforms, we will not take any commission
on the amount raised.

Manufacture

We ensure the best price-quality ratio through our large base of
trustworthy sources in the overwhelming world of suppliers. We also
offer the option to use our in-house production and assembly facilities,
allowing total quality control, agile decision-making and quick
product adjustments - but it is not obligatory to use our facilities. You
can always opt to use your own suppliers.

Sell

Your product will be launched to different retailers worldwide through
our existing and well-established distribution and sales network. Our
dedicated sales team will actively promote your product, and you will
earn from each and every product that is sold.

for Backers
Taking needs and wishes
to the next level

”

100% Product or credit

Unlike other crowdfunding platforms, we offer 100% product or credit
guarantee for your investment. We are the only company providing
this level of protection, and ask for initial payment to negate the risks
of a project failing to be completed.

Crowd design

There is always room for improvement. As a backer, you can comment
on every published project on the DesignNest platform. We invite
everyone to bring forward their ideas on how to improve the project.
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FAQ
How many PowerCubes can be combined?

In theory, PowerCubes can be extended infinitely, as long as the
devices connected to them do not draw more than the specified
rating on the PowerCube. However, we recommend to attach no
more than three PowerCubes together.

Is the PowerCube safe to use with a power hungry device,
like e.g. a microwave?

The PowerCube is as safe as any other power outlet, and built to
last. Also, the PowerCube is fully grounded, and all sockets are
child-proof.

What differentiates the PowerCube
from other power strips?

Versatility: it can be mounted
anywhere with its unique docking
system. The design of the product also
ensures that plugs cannot block one
another, so devices can be charged
simultaneously. Furthermore, its modular
system enables it to be stackable and
expandable, allowing you to create a
power solution tailored to your needs.
We created a completely new user experience of an existing
product, making it user-friendly and more versatile.

How long does it take to charge a device via the USB-output?
The USB ports provide 2.1A of power combined, quadruple the USB
standard of 0.5A. As a result the charging time will be shorter than
charging via a USB port on your computer. There is a built-in chip
that detects how many devices are connected and adjusts the
output according to this. So if only one device is connected, it will
be able to use the full 2.1A output. If two are connected, they
share this total output.

Can I charge my iPad via the USB-output?

The minimum required power to charge an iPad is 1A. Since all of
our USB-ports have a 2.1A output, it is powerful enough to charge
your iPad.

How come the PowerRemote does not
use any batteries?

By pressing the button, enough kinetic
energy is created to send a pulse to the
PowerCube Remote.

How many Remotes can be paired?

Our unique dedicated protocol allows you to pair unlimited
remotes to a single cube and visa versa.

Will the battery of the audioCube |Portable| or PowerUSB
|Portable| be damaged if I leave it charged for a long time?

All our products that use battery have an automatic ‘safe charge
stop’ implemented inside. This ensures that even when the battery
is full, the products can continue to be charged without damaging
the battery.

Why is the audioCube charged with an IEC cable?

The audioCube is a high-powered speaker with a louder volume
and higher decibel than normal bluetooth speakers. For this reason,
it has an integrated power adapter connected with an IEC outlet
to provide the extra power directly from the socket.

FAQ
How many times can the PowerUSB|Portable| fully charge
my phone/device?

This depends on the battery capacity of your device. If the battery
capacity of your device is for example 1000mAh, the PowerUSB
|Portable| can fully charge it 5 times.

Are your products available for my country?

There are many different socket types around the world, 15 to
be precise. We adapt our products to all socket types and local
standards so they can be used in every country.

Are your products certified?

All of our products comply to the required local standards and
regulations.

How do you protect your products against look-alikes?

At Allocacoc, we are designers at heart. We create solutions to
problems, which results in original products. As our products gain
popularity, ‘remarkably similar’ products are starting to appear
on the market. We don’t feel threatened though. Rather, we feel
honoured that they also see the greatness of the product. Being
copied is the greatest recognition a product can get. This also
confirms that we really do set a different standard.
That being said, we also take action to protect our products by
focusing on the following aspects:
Protection of our intellectual property rights on internal
construction, design and utility
Continuously innovating, never stopping the flow of ideas
for new products
An extensive focus on build quality and product safety
Taking into consideration the complete user experience
and safety of our products, from packaging, installation to
extensive usage.
A good pricing strategy. Even before we start to design a
product, we already have a target price in mind. This enables
us to make crucial decisions throughout the entire process,
and ensures that all of our products will be affordable to the
end-consumer. We also do not charge any ‘design fees’ or
other hidden costs that some copycats do, which makes
their copy more expensive than our original.
By focusing on these key aspects, we are
confident that we can maintain the lead in
the industry and continue to set a different
standard.

Where can I find more information on
the products of Allocacoc?

On our website www.allocacoc.com,
you will find the latest company news,
products, and additional information. We
also post regular updates on Facebook
and Twitter, and we welcome you to
follow us there too!
We hope you are
as enthusiastic about our
products as we are! Stay with us for more
products to come!
For more information, visit us at www.allocacoc.com. or please
e-mail us at info@allocacoc.com.
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Look-alike

Caution
Dangerous look-alikes
Since we launched the PowerCubes in 2011, we have seen many
others producing similar products of similar design. We don’t
feel threatened though. Rather, we feel flattered that they also
see the greatness of the product. However, the quality of their
design, usability, material and safety is often not at all near to our
products. As designers and makers of the authentic Allocacoc
PowerCube, we know how important quality is for electrical
products. We acknowledge the danger that comes with products
that are of low or inconsistent quality, and we care greatly for
the users’ safety. We would therefore like to give users a clear
understanding of each product’s design, usability, material and
safety. Our website will provide an overview comparing our
products to look-alike products in the market. With that overview,
we aim to make a difference for all users.

Delft
allocacoc bv
Rotterdamseweg 386 B1
2629 HG Delft
The Netherlands
Irvine, CA
allocacoc Corp
200 Technology Drive, Suite A
Irvine, CA 92618
The United States
Shanghai
allocacoc Shanghai
Unit 624, Tower 2
1518 Jin Sha Jiang Road
Shanghai P.R.C.
ShenZhen
allocacoc ShenZhen
4018 BaoAn Av., Unit 1912
BaoAn District
ShenZhen P.R.C.

www.allocacoc.com
info@allocacoc.com

171120

Tokyo
Tokyo Allocacoc Co.,Ltd
102 Toukou building
3-32 Kandasakuma-cho, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo, Japan

